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Genetics research areas 
Frontiers in Genetics 2018

"Applied Genetic Epidemiology"
"Behavioral and Psychiatric Genetics"
"Bioinformatics and Computational Biology"
"Cancer Genetics"
"Epigenomics and Epigenetics"
"Evolutionary and Genomic Microbiology"
"Evolutionary and Population Genetics"
"Genetic Disorders"
"Genetics of Aging" 
"Genomic Assay Technology" 
"Livestock Genomics"
"Nutrigenomics"
"RNA"
"Statistical Genetics and Methodology"
"Stem Cell Research"
"Toxicogenomics"



epigenetics: definitions
sensu strictu: environmentally induced transgenerational 
phenotypic change without change of the DNA sequence 
(but with changes of epigenetic marks)

and many others

Kovalchuk (2012) Frontiers in Genetics 3, 1 Transgenerational epigenetic inheritance in animals
Ho and Burggren (2010) J. Exp. Biol. 213, 3 Epigenetics and transgenerational transfer: a physiological perspective
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in short: 

‘Epigenetics is a useful word if you don’t know what’s going on 
– if you do, you use something else’

(quote attributed to Adrian Bird) 
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Was man schwarz 
auf weiß besitzt,
kann man getrost 
nach Hause tragen.

Goethe Faust 1



Guerrero-Bosagna 2017

generation n

natural selection

generation n+1
with phenotype with adaptive phenotype

The Lamarckian flavour of epigenetics



Jean Baptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829)
Flore française (1778)
Dictionnaire de botanique (1783-1796)
Philosophie zoologique (1809)
Système des animaux sans vertèbres (1815-1822)

Jardin des Plantes [14th]

[27th]

[11th]

[1st of 5]



Epigenetic inheritance systems

epigenetic marks
DNA methylation

versus
chromatin remodeling
histone modification
ncRNAs

Self-sustaining loops (involving DNA)
(auto-regulation of gene activity via their protein products)

structural inheritance (not involving genomic DNA)
(membrane features, mitochondria, cilia, prions, viruses, RNA, proteins etc.)

cultural/socioeconomic inheritance

Ho and Burggren (2010) J. Exp. Biol. 213, 3
Epigenetics and transgenerational transfer: a physiological perspective



CpG DNA methylation in Drosophila is not required for epigenetic phenomena

DNMTs have little intrinsic regional specificity, therefore, need to be guided to specific sites by factors with 
DNA/chromatin recognition abililty (possibly by H3K9me which binds HP1 which in turn recruits DNMTs).

Weaver (2012) BioTechniques 06/27/2012 Zemach et al. (2010) Science 328, 916

DNA versus chromatin modification: many species do fine without Dnmt3 or Dnmt1 

Phylogeny of DNA methylation



Krauss and Reuter (2011) Progr. Mol. Biol. Translat. Sci 101, 177

No preferential CpG methylation in Drosophila, a Dnmt2-only organisms
Methylation rare in space

(1983)

(2010)
not detectable



JR Bracht, DH Perlman and LF Landweber (2012) 
Genome Biology, doi:10.1186/gb-2012-13-10-r100,
JR Bracht (2014) BioEssays 36, 346 

Elimination of 95% of micronuclear DNA
Fragmentation of genome to create ~ 16,000 nanochromosomes
~ 2000-fold amplification of nanochromosomal DNA (polytene)

Methylation rare in time



Nutri-epigenomics

What food (royal jelly) can do to a bee by postembryonic epigenetic reprogramming

Chittka and Chittka (2010) 
Epigenetics of Royalty. 
PLoS Biol 8, 1

dancing 
worker



Kucharski et al. (2008) Science 319, 1827
Foret et al. (2012) PNAS 109, 4968

Silencing Dnmt3 in larvae 
generates adult bees with 
queen characteristics,
i.e. is equivalent to royal jelly.

Dnmt3

bee bread    royal jelly

Nutri-epigenomics



Food quality/quantity can affect gene expression via DNA methylation: splicing
In honey bee only 7x 10[4] of 10[7] CpGs are methylated, many of them differentially (queen vs worker).

(561 genes with differential 
on splicing) 

Lyko et al. (2010) PLOS Biol.
The honey bee epigenomes: 
differential methylation of brain DNA 
in queens and workers

Shayevitch et al. (2018) RNA  24, 
1351  

Q/W

gene GB18602

methylation represses the 
formation of the short splice 
form



Mao, Schuler, Berenbaum Sci. Adv. 
2015;1:e1500795 28 August 2015

p-coumaric acid

Nutri-epigenomics

What food (beebread) can do to a bee by postembryonic gene regulation



Nutri-epigenomics: nutrition and DNA-methylation

Niculescu M D , Zeisel S H J. Nutr. 2002;132:2333S-2335S
Diet, Methyl Donors and DNA Methylation: Interactions between Dietary 
Folate, Methionine and Choline

+

THF = tetrahydrofolate
mehtyl-



imprinting: differential gene expression from maternal and paternal alleles.
differential expression NOT caused by differences in sequence (genetic) 
but by differences in  DNA and/or histone modification (epigenetic)

up to 200 genes are expected to be imprinted in human (156 genes identified by 2010)

Some imprinted genes are expressed from paternal, others from maternal genome; I. e. paternal and 
maternal genomes are functionally NOT equivalent (bi-parental requirement). Gynogenetic 
and androgenetic  mouse embryos  (generated by pronuclear transplantation) die during
embryogenesis. Gynogenetic embryos have under-developed placentae, androgenetic 
embryos vice versa. Imprinted genes not only control fetus and placental development but 
also maternal care of offspring.
parental conflict hypothesis: War of the sexes at genome level. 

In the mouse, > 85% of imprinted genes cluster to 11 chromosomal regions. Embryos that are 
uniparentally disomic for these regions do not thrive. 
Clusters can be up to 4 Mb.
Clusters can contain genes with reciprocal imprints.
Imprinting control region (ICR) can control imprinted expression of several genes in one 

cluster.
ICRs of different imprint clusters differ in sequence but share a high level of CpG 

dinucleotides.
Clustering of imprinted genes is conserved between mouse and human 

(functional  significance)
Imprinting is caused by modification of histones and DNA.
Either the active or the inactive allele can be methylated.

Imprinting is a transgenerational effect but imprints generally are not inherited across 
meiosis [?!] 

transgenerational effects: imprinting



Genomic imprinting and erasure through the mammalian life cycle:
(temporally remote) epigenetic control of development

(many imprinted genes are expressed 
in the nervous system)

Murphy (2003) BioEssays 25, 577. Imprinting evolution and the price of silence 



Heritability of the degree of methylation at particular CpGs in the differentially 
methylated regions (DMRs) of imprinted genes: 
genotype dependent remethylation OR incomplete erasure 

Hejmans et al. (2007) Hum Mol Genet 16, 547

DMRDMR

mean methylation (whole blood) is 
site-specifc and independent of 
age (372 individuals).

inter-individual variation of the 
extent of methylation at 
particular sites

Characteristic heritability of the degree 
of methylation at particular CpGs in the 
H19/IGF2-DMRs

?A

B

C

D



Analysis (after 58 years ) of the 
IGF2 DMR (a maternal, 
repressive imprint) 
of males conceived versus born
during the Dutch Hunger Winter 
1944/45 (in comparison with their 
same-sex siblings born before or 
after this time). 

conceived 
in hunger 
winter

born in 
hunger 
winter

Transient environmental influences can produce persistent changes in 
epigenetic marks that can have life-long phenotypic consequences
Hejmans et al (2008): Persistent epigenetic differences associated with prenatial exposure to famine in humans



The Great Icestorm 1998
(Eastern Canada, Northeastern USA)

Cao-Lei et al. (2014) PLOS ONE 9, e107653



Transgenerational effects in mammals 
are difficult to interpret
(are not necessarily evidence for inheritance)

nutrition of the mother affects:

the soma of the mother (1st generation)

the soma of the child    (2nd generation)

the germ line in the developing foetus
(3rd generation)



From greek 
mythology  
(< 6th c BC) 
to Linné 
(1744): 
The making 
of the 
monster Pelor

Goethes 
Morphologische 

Schriften Jena 1820

Pelor

1 2

3 4

https://eclecticlight.co/2017/03/15/changing-stories-ovids-metamorphoses-on-canvas-10-cadmus-and-the-dragons-teeth/

Transgenerational inheritance of epigenomic states in plants (?)



Transgenerational inheritance of epigenomic states in plants (?)

bilateral symmetry (zygomorphic) vs. radial 
symmetry (actinomorphic) in Linaria vulgaris 
(Echtes Leinkraut, common toadflax)

Radial phenotype is caused by (semi-stable) 
heritable methylation (and inactivation) of the 
Linaria cycloidea gene (Lcyc) which is a dorsal 
determinant.

Peloria is common in zygomorphic flowering 
plants Cubas et al. (1999) Nature 401, 157

An epigenetic mutation responsible 
for natural variation in floral symmetry

Gustafsson (1979) Theor. Appl. 
Genet. 54, 241 

same genome [?], 
different epigenome



No good evidence for 
transgenerational epigenetic 
inheritance of selected traits in plants 

meiosis

Eichten et al., (2014)
Plant Physiology 165, 933

Epigenetics: Beyond Chromatin Modifications 
and Complex Genetic Regulation

Verhoeven et al., (2016)
Molecular Ecology 25, 1631

Epigenetics in ecology and evolution: what 
we know and what we need to know

advanced reading:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trofim_Lysenko 



Hyman (2009) Nature Neuroscience 12, 241. 
How adversity gets under the skin

Transgenerational effect/inheritance without material transfer: Effects of tenderness.
Prenatal maternal and early  developmental influences on adult behavior mediated by 
„epigenetic“ regulation of glucocorticoid receptor expression

Epigenetics 3, 97 (2008)

Nature Neuroscience 12, 342 (2009)

Psychiatry Research 242, 349(2016)
cAMP



Further examples of non-mendelian inheritance in mammals

Rassoulzadegan, M., V. Grandjean, P. Gounon, S. Vincent, I. Gillot, and F. Cuzin, 
RNA-mediated non-mendelian inheritance of an epigenetic change in the mouse.
Nature, 2006. 441(7092): p. 469-74.

Franklin, T.B., H. Russig, I.C. Weiss, J. Graff, N. Linder, A. Michalon, S. Vizi, and I.M. Mansuy, 
Epigenetic transmission of the impact of early stress across generations.
Biol Psychiatry, 2010. 68(5): p. 408-15.

Zeybel, M., et al., 
Multigenerational epigenetic adaptation of the hepatic wound-healing response.
Nat Med, 2012. 18(9): p. 1369-77.

Dias, B.G. and K.J. Ressler, 
Parental olfactory experience influences behavior and neural structure in subsequent 
generations.
Nat Neurosci, 2014. 17(1): p. 89-96.



Daxinger and Whitelaw (2010) Genome Res 20,1623 



The spatially restricted expression of homeotic 
genes is established in early embryogenesis 
under the control of maternal and segmentation 
genes.
How is Hox gene expression maintained throughout 
development, when the early patterning genes are 
no longer expressed?

By the action of Polycomb-group (PcG, repressive) 
and trithorax-group (trxG, activating) genes

Homeotic genes and homeotic mutations



Sato et al. (1983) Genetics 105, 357
Ng and Kopp (2008) Behav. Genet. 38, 195

Many epigenetically relevant genes were 
first identified as mutations in Drosophila
with a homeotic phenotype



Position effect variegation (PEV): stochastic inactivation of euchromatic genes 
translocated close to heterochromatin

Hofmann et al. (2009) Chromosome Res 17, 347

PEV is sensitive to modifiers. 
Here: influence of jumeaux (jumu), 
a haplo-suppressor/triplo-enhancer of PEV

P(GawB) is a white+ marked transposable element
translocated close to the chromocenter in this line.

reduced variegation compared
to the isogenic male control (left).
jumu as haplo-suppressor



Ciabrelli et al., (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 876
Kyrchanova et al. (2016) PLOS Genet. 

Stable Polycomb-dependent transgenerational inheritance of chromatin states in Drosophila 

Fab-7: a regulatory element from 
the AbB region of the Bithorax
gene complex (Bx-C)

The genetic make-up: 
endogenous Fab-7 element on 
chrs. 3 and Fab-7 containing 
transgene on chrs. 2

PTS = promoter targeting sequence
PRE = Polycomb response element
HS = nuclease sensitive chromatin regions

Fab2L Fab7



Ciabrelli et al., (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 876

Stable Polycomb-dependent transgenerational inheritance of chromatin states in Drosophila 

The starting situation: Fab2L/Fab2L; +/+ flies (with 
four copies of Fab element) show standard 
position effect variegation (controlled by Pc and 
Trx group genes) 

The distribution of pigmentation does not change 
by selection for low or high pigmentation (after 
eight generations)



Stable Polycomb-dependent transgenerational inheritance of chromatin states in Drosophila 

Introduction of transient 
heterozygosity of the 
endogenous Fab-7 copy allows 
the selection of high and low 
pigmentation epilines, which 
are identical at the DNA 
sequence level 

Ciabrelli et al., (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 876
Pirrotta (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 821

3 Fab copies

3 Fab copies

4 Fab copies

4 Fab copies



Stable Polycomb-dependent transgenerational inheritance of chromatin states in Drosophila 

Ciabrelli et al., (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 876

Establishment of epialleles is associated with increased long-range interaction between the chromosomal regions
(FISH = fluorescent in situ hybridization)

Fab   4       2        3 4       2        3



Stable Polycomb-dependent transgenerational inheritance of chromatin states in Drosophila 

Ciabrelli et al., (2017) Nat. Genet. 49, 876

The epiallele chromatin state is contagious: it can 
induce paramutation of "normal" alleles

The originally naive [black] chromosome are 
transformed to the white epiallelic state

The [black] white epialleles have gained transforming 
power

naive linewhite 
epiallelic line







Morris et al. (2004) Genetics 167, 1739 

Transvection: one allele influences the expression of the other allele, if paired

w = wing, b = body, br = bristle, t = tarsi

Ed Lewis, Nobel laureate 1995

×Pairing can be disrupted by 
introducing chromosomal 
rearrangements



A special case of transvection: Pairing-sensitive silencing (PSS)

Pirrotta (1999) BBA 1424, M1

T = single copy of transgene construct including 
marker gene white [heterozygous]

TT = two copies of transgene construct including 
marker gene white [homozygous]

optomotor-blind, ombpairing-sensitive element (PSE)



Biochemical composition of PcG and trxG complexes

Schuettengruber et al. (2007) Cell 128, 735

Pleiohomeotic

Extra sex combs

Polycomb

Polyhomeotic

Posterior sex combs

Sex comb on midleg
absent, small, or homeotic discs 1

Trithorax

Scm-related gene 
containing four mbt domains

Enhancer of zeste

Suppressor of zeste



Janody et al. (2004) Genetics 166, 187

Technique: Site-specific recombination for the generation of somatic clones

mutant spot

twin spot

B) control clones
C) shn clone (scar formation)

FRT = flippase recombination target
* = mutation

G2 phase of cell cycle

mitosis



Loss of PcG gene activity causes ectopic expression of homeotic genes

Ubx-protein

wt ph

Dura and Ingham (1988) Development 103, 733
Beuchle et al. (2001) Development 128, 993

polyhomeotic              Polycomb          sex combs on midleg    Sex combs extra       Polycomb-like

Components of the PcG complex are continuously required to maintain repression

in red: ectopic Abd-B expression in clones induced during larval development in the second thoracic 
segment (wing disc)



PcG proteins also prevent the inappropriate expression of non-homeotic 
developmental genes in both embryonic and imaginal tissues

Moazed and O´Farrell (1992) Development 116, 805
Oktaba et al. (2008) Developmental Cell 15, 877

engrailed        apterous          pannier           teashirt        Distalless     even skipped

En

En

wing imaginal discs

ap
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